With Photoshop 5 Type Magic, you’ll be amazed again and again with your ability to create the hottest, most spectacular, and popular effects—in no time! Emboss your type to create effects like license plates and credit cards. Turn you type into a wax seal, or give it the rough surface of an elephant’s skin. Add halftone dots or create an antiqued distressed effect. Using lighthearted, conversational style, full-color examples, and step-by-step instructions, Photoshop 5 Type Magic is loaded with type treatments like marble, potato chips, cutout, transparent type boxes, water rings, vibration, flaming, and painted—more than 50 techniques in all. Add pizzazz to your designs and Web sites with these easy techniques!

- Photographische Rundschau, Volume 7
- Physical Significance of Entropy or of the Second Law
- Photoshop 5 senza fatica speedy
- Phrases and Names, Their Origins and Meanings
- Photographing Newborns: For Boutique Photographers
- Photogravures of Picturesque Porto Rico